A comparative study on intrinsic fluorescence of BSA and lysozyme proteins in presence of different divalent ions from their solution and thin film conformations.
Optical emission behaviours of lysozyme and bovine serum albumin, from bulk and thin film geometry, were studied in the presence of three different divalent ions (Mg2+ , Ca2+ or Ba2+ ) using different spectroscopic [steady-state fluorescence, UV-Vis and Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR)] techniques. Additionally, protein thin films on silicon surfaces were prepared and morphological studies were carried out using atomic force microscopy. Dynamic quenching was mainly identified for both proteins in the presence of Mg2+ , Ca2+ and Ba2+ ions. The molecular conformation of the proteins was modified in thin films compared with that in solution, consequently quenching efficiencies also varied. ATR-FTIR studies confirmed the conformational changes of proteins in the presence of all divalent ions. All metal ions used were divalent in nature and belonged to the same group of the periodic table but, depending on their individual characteristics such as electron affinity, ionic radius, etc., the magnitude of the protein and hydrated ion interaction varied and accordingly the quenching efficiency was modified. Quenching was maximum for Ca2+ ions, followed by the other two ions. Our study clearly illustrates the geometry-dependent physical and biological functions of proteins.